Driving directions from Pau Pyré né es airport
(60 kms, travel time approximately 45mins)
1. Take the A64 in the direction of Bordeaux and travel for 48 km.
2. You then take Exit 7 towards Pampelune and Salies de Bearn
3. Pay the toll (you will need about €3 or a credit card)
4. At the roundabout take the first exit on to D430
5. In approx. 4km at the next roundabout take the second exit onto Avenues des Docteurs
Foix
6. Follow this road in to the Village about 1km
7. Rue Loumé is on the left hand side over a little bridge (Pont Loumé). At first it may look
like pedestrian access only, but you can drive over the little bridge (past La Terrasse
restaurant).
8. There is a blue swinging gate which you can open and drive right to the door of #9 Rue
Loumé – which will be on your right hand side with the red shutters. You can only park
here temporarily to drop off your bags
9. Free parking is available in all streets nearby – the best option until you know your way
around the narrow winding streets is to go back over the bridge and park in any of the
available free parking spots.
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